Security Guard Equipment Checklist

Basic Gear
[ ] Uniform: Ensure a clean, proper-fitting uniform with visible identification.
[ ] Duty Belt: A sturdy belt to carry equipment.
[ ] Comfortable Footwear: Suitable for long hours and potential running.
[ ] Weather Gear: Appropriate clothing/accessories for rain, cold, sun, etc., as per the climate.

Communication Tools
[ ] Two-way Radio: Ensure it's fully charged with an extra battery.
[ ] Whistle: For attracting attention or signaling.
[ ] Cell Phone: Equipped with necessary contact numbers and emergency apps.
[ ] Flashlight: With extra batteries.

Safety Equipment
[ ] Body Armor/Vest: If the environment demands it.
[ ] First Aid Kit: Basics such as band-aids, antiseptics, pain relievers, etc.
[ ] Safety Glasses: Protection against dust or potential debris.
[ ] Earplugs: For noisy environments or situations.

Surveillance Equipment
[ ] CCTV Monitor: If guards are responsible for surveillance monitoring.
[ ] Binoculars: For wide-area surveillance.
[ ] Notepad and Pen: For jotting down observations, incidents, or descriptions.

Defensive Tools
(Note: The necessity and legality of these tools depend on the specific job, location, and local laws.)

[ ] Pepper Spray: Ensure it's within its expiry date.
[ ] Baton or Expandable Baton: Check its condition.
[ ] Handcuffs & Keys: Ensure they function smoothly.
[ ] Firearm: Only if licensed and the job demands it. Regularly inspect and maintain.
[ ] Firearm Holster: Should securely hold the weapon, ensuring safety and quick access.

Miscellaneous Tools
[ ] Multi-tool or Swiss Army Knife: For various utility functions.
[ ] Gloves: Suitable for search, cold, or other specific needs.
[ ] Mirror: For looking under doors or around corners.
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